
	 Today I am going to argue why knowledge is an historically significant part of our 
worldview. Knowledge is something that is passed down over generations. It is something that 
we take and try to improve upon. We have been doing this for a very long time and it has 
become a part of our worldview to pass down our knowledge. This is something that we have 
done from before medieval times, through the Renaissance, and continue to do to this day. Of 
course with time comes a lot of changes and knowledge is not exempt from this fact. The way 
we pass down knowledge, what we do with it, and what knowledge we even pass down has 
evolved over the years. Knowledge used to be something that was only passed down by the 
church as well they were the only ones who had access to any of it at the time. The peasants 
who worked in the fields didn’t have any other way to learn or gain knowledge other than the 
church. The church was interested in passing down their knowledge from the bible and that 
was about it. This was the only way for peasants to gain knowledge at the time. Now we have 
changed a lot of the ways we like to pass down knowledge and learn. While there are still 
people who learn from the church we now have things like school and the internet. We now 
pass down knowledge more from areas like these. As a result of us passing down knowledge 
through generations we no longer travel by horses and carriages, we have improved upon the 
technology from the passed and now we have things like cars to make our lives easier and to 
make travel easier. We have learned from passed architects and have improved their 
knowledge to the point where we can now build skyscrapers that would never have been 
possible before. Because Alexander Graham Bell created the telephone and the knowledge 
was passed down and improved we now have things like smartphones. Knowledge is 
something that we need to pass down and improve on because it is the way to improve our 
world and advance human abilities in the future.


